To Book Pedlars and Dealers in CHEAP PUBLICATIONS.

Rich, rare and racy reading. Your attention is called to the following Cheap Publications, just now issuing monthly in uniform covers, handsomely illustrated with colored engravings, and said to be the most saleable works ever published. Pedlars will do well to send on orders direct to us as we are the publishers, consequently can sell them at rates below those that purchase of, to sell again; we have one price and no agents, the largest profits can be realized in this business, should any one feel disposed to engage in it, and with but very little outlay. As for instance by purchasing ten dollars worth of books at our rates, you can clear fifteen dollars profit for yourselves. In sending orders, please register your letters containing money or we will not hold ourselves responsible.

The Mysteries of Bond Street; or, the Seraglio of Upper Tendom. 25
The Amorous Adventures of Lola Montes. 25
Adventures of a Sofa; or, Drawing-room Intrigues. 25
Marie de Clairville; or, The Confessions of a Boarding School Miss. 25
The Amorous, Intrigues and Adventures of Aaron Burr. 25
La Tour De Nesle; or, The Amours of Marguerite of Burgundy. 50
Flora Montgomery. 25
The Bridal Chamber and its Mysteries. 25
Anna Mowbray; or, Tales of the Harem. 25
The Amours of a Quaker; or, The Voluptuary. 25
The Loves of Byron, his various Intrigues with Celebrated Women. 50
Merry Wives of London; being a Picture of Licentiousness of the Court. 25
The Chevalier; a thrilling tale of Love and Passion. 25
The Gay Deceiver; or, Man's Perfidy and Woman's Frailty. 25
Dissipation; or, Crime and its Consequences. 25
Julia King; or, The Follies of a Beautiful Courtesan. 25
The Irish Widow; or, The Last of the Ghosts. 25
Harriet Wilson; or, Memoirs of a Woman of Pleasure. 25
Madeline, the Avenger; or, Seduction and its Consequences. 25
Paul the Profligate; or, Paris as it is. 25
Adventures of a Country Girl; or, Gay Scenes in my Life. 25
Simon the Radical; or, The Adventures of a Bonnet Rouge. 25
Amelia Moreton; or, Life at a fashionable Watering Place. 25
The Countess; or, My Intrigues with the Bloods. 25
Venus in Boston, an exciting Tale of City Life. 25
The Adventures of a Libertine. 25
Evil Genius; or, The Spy of the Police. 25
Sharps and Flats; or, The Perils of City Life. 25
The Lame Devil; or, Agmedeus in Boston. 25
Demon of Gold; or, The Miser's Daughter. 25
Kate Montrose; or, The Maniac's Daughter. 25
Aristotle, Illustrated. 50
Complete Masterpiece. 25
The Wedding Night; or, Advice to Timid Bridegroom; plain, 5 plates. 37
" colored, 5 plates. 77
Secret Passion, colored. 25
" plain. 25

Address all orders to JAMES RAMERIO, Publisher, New York.

N. B.—Copies sent by mail, free of postage.

Now—a send along your $2.00 and get this neat and curious book, entitled: